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Hot and dense hadronic matter are produced in current experiments on
high energy heavy-ion collUsions. Pions being the lightest hadrons play an
exceptional role in the theoretical and experimental studies of the properties
of such excited hadronic matter. One important subject of these studies is the
modification of pion dispersion relation at non-zero values of temperature and
baryonic number density. It was suggested by Gale and Kapusta [1] that this
pion dispersion relation can be observed experimentally by measuring the in-
variant mass distrubution of dilepton pairs produced due to 7r+ir~-annihilation
(see also Ref. 2). During past several years much attentions have been paid to
theoretical studies of the effective pion dispersion relation due to in-medium
collective effects, see Refs. [3-6] and references therein. It was proposed [3,4]
to consider excited hadronic matter an a gas of "quasi-partictes" with quantum
numbers of the original hadrons, but with the dispersion relations modified by
the in-medium effects. In Ref. [3] an attempt was made to guesa the disper-
sion relation for quasi-pions from the expected behavior of the energy density
with temperature, while in Refs. [4-6] this dispersion relation was calculated
theoretically in the microscopic model approach.

However, as far as we know, the connection between the effective dispersion
relation of quasi-pions at finite temperature and the thermodynamicai func-
tions of the pion system has not been considered in the literature. Even for
the simplest case of noninteraction pions but with a temperature dependent
diapersion relation connecting particle energy u* and momenta k as

«• = u*{ktT) , (1)

two questions should be answered: how to "extract" the dispersion curve (1)
if the thermodynamicai functions of the pion gas are known, and, on the other
hand, how to calculate these thermodynamicai functions if the dispersion rela-
tion (1) is obtained theoretically from microscopic calculation. In this paper,
we Bludy this problem with * statistical mechanics formulation wo recently
proposed [7] for the systems with medium dependent dispersion relation.

First of all, let us show that this problem is not trivial. The pressure
and ern:r»;y density of non-interacting pionB are given by the ideal Bose gas
formulas [8]

Pu(T,u) = - T ± J k*dh ln[l - exp(-«/T)] , (2)
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'"<*» • s? r * » .,„(,/") - 1 • <3>
where o> = w0 s (fca + mj)1 '3 and rf ia the particle degeneracy factor (d — 3
for pion9). If we replace w0 by a temperature dependent relation w = u'{k,T)
in Eqa. (2,3), problem immediately arises. The thermodynamical relation
between the pressure p(T) and energy density f(T) [8|, namely,

is not satisfied for the functions (2,3) for the general case of w = w'(k,T).
One can begin with an ideal gas form for the pressure function (2) v/ith

temperature dependent w* a.n'd then calculates the energy density from the
therrnodyufimir.al relation (4). In this case the energy density function of T
and (v* has not tho ideal gas form (3). One can equally well assume the ideal
gas form (3) for the energy denaity with w = u'(k,T) and solves differential
equation (4) to find a ;i(7') function. The obtained function is then different
from the ideal gas formula (2). Doth these two formulations are not, however,
physically reasonable in the sense that they do not correspond to the statistical
mechanics of an ideal gas v/ith the dispersion relation (1). We'll show that,
if OJ — w*(A:,r), neither p(T) nor c{T) has the simple ideal gas form (2,3).
They should contain additional medium contributions. It turns out that only
entropy density preserves the simple ideal gas form.

To construct a thermodynamically consistent "ideal gas" model for quasi-
piona with medium dependent dispersion relation, v/e briefly recall how ther-
modyaamical identity (4) is obtained iu statistical mechanics. For a system
with IlamilloniiUi operator / / , the statistical mechanics' definitions of pres-
sure and energy density (for simplicity we do not introduce the conserved
charge uud, therefore, the chemical potential in the system i3 zero) are [8]

= £ In Tr{e~">T) = £ ta Z^,V) , (5)

where Z(T,V) is the partition function and the "thermodynamical limit"
when V goes to infinity i8 assumed. The thennodynamical identity (4), where
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a = dp/dT is the entropy density, means nothing more but the identity

which is valid, of course, for any T independent operator H.
•For an ideal gas Hamiltonian [8]

>(*) 4.*^, (8)
; - i k

where the index "*" corresponds to the particle internal degrees of freedom
(different isospin states for pions in our consideration), and a[ • and <%,< denote
the Bose creation and annihilation operators, respectively, calculations of Eqs.
(5,6) axe straightforward. For large V the summation over k in Eqs. (5,6)
can be substituted by the integration over the momentum phase space and
Eqs. (2,3) are easily obtained. The calculations with Hainiltonian (8) for
fermions and nonzero value of chemical potential are also obvious. They
lead to the well known ideal gas expressions where u(k) function for particle
("quasi-partide") excitiition energy can be chosen rather arbitrary.

When w(Jfc) in Eq. (8) is substituted by w^Jfc.T), both p{T) and t(T) are
still obtained in their ideal gas form (2,3) from Eqs. (5,6). However, the
Hamiltonian of the system becomes temperature dependent and statistical
mechanics' definition of the energy density (6) contradicts the thcrmodynam-
ical relation (4). This happens because the identity (7) is no longer valid.

To satisfy the thermodynamical identity (4) for an ideal gas of quasi-particlc
excitations with u> •=• u'(k,T), we observe that Hamiltonian (8) should be
rewritten as [7] •

25* (!T) in Eq. (9) is the system energy in the absence of quasi-partide exci-
tations. This zero point energy is constant value E0 in the normal case of
medium independent u{h) and is usually subtracted from the system energy
apectrum. It cannot bo done, however, for T dependent dispersion relation
ut'(k,T) as system's lowest state energy B"a becomes also a function of T. This
function should be chosen such that thermodynamical identity (4) is satisfied.
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Calculating now the thcrniodyrmniical functions p(T) and c(T) from Eqs.
(5,6) with c/fective Ilamiltonian (9) we find

^ 7 T -
- exp(-«7r)] - B'(T) , (10)

The first tcrmis ,n Eqs. (10,11) are the fiUi.ndard idoal gas expressions for
Pw(7')W*), cu(T,u)*) and the second ones are the additional medium contri-
butions with

E(T)

±fl
being T dependent system energy density without quasi-particle excitations.
The statistical mcclianics expression for quasi-partide entropy density s(T)
preserves, however, its ideal gas form:

(.12)

Our conclusions, therefore, are: (1) the temperature dependent dispersion
relation w*(/:,T) should bo used for or extracted from the entropy density
function s{T); (2) the pressure and energy density contain additional medium
contributions which arc to be found from the requirements of thermodynam-
ical consistency.

Let tia new apply thesa results to two examples of temperature dependent
pion dispersion relation considered in Rofii. [3] ;u.J [4]. Slnuyrtk's suggestion
in Rx;f. |w] waa to extract u>*[k,T) from some "data" for th;j pion gas en-
ergy ck:.iMJty. One can not, of course, reconstruct a function of tv;o variables
u'{!:,T) froTn the thonaodynrtiiic.il functions of one variable T. It means
that u'{k,T) is moro a ty»'.cni ';tnicroi;copic" cliaractcnutic than the thcrmo-
dynatnici.l functions. Tlicreforo, soim: fissumplious on its behavior should be
iiuulo. A diapersion relation in t,he form

+rni)U\ (13)

wl'..h tcifiporuf.uro iluiiyiidesil, refraction index w(I') and a phcnomenological
(.(Mi.it'wii for l.lic [;ior. iruoxjjy density

t»U'") = TSP?> T« ^ 100 MoV, (14)



were considered in Ref. [3], Such an idua was similar to what Landau did
for quasi-particlc (phonontt and rotona) dispersion curve to describe the en-
ergy density of liquid 4Hc as a ffiet.ion of temperature. There is, however,
one essential difference. Landau parameterized his w'(k) function with four
free parameters, but all of them were temperature independent. As already
explained above, the energy density as well as pressure can not be calculated
from simple ideal gas formulas (2,3) v/hon w'(k,T) of (13) is temperature de-
pendent. Additional "modium" contributions to both p(T) and c(T) should
be included in order to satisfy thermodynamical consistency. The "correct"
procedure to extract u(T) from the quasi-pion equation of state is to consider
the entropy density function aud require

3w(T,w*) = *,(T) (15)

with w* given by Eq. (13).
With energy density (14), we integrate Eq. (4) to find

Pr(T) = \ T*/T* , J , (T) = Jj Ts/T; , (16)

where the integration constant is determined from the condition 3,(0) = 0.
The 8,{T) function is shown in Fig. 1 by the solid line together with the ideal
pion gas entropy density ao[T) ~ 3M[T,UQ) (W0 = (k3 + mj)1'2) as given by
the dashed line. One observes that sr is about 5 time larger than sa at T=200
MeV. The u(T) function found from Eq. (15) with "phenomenological" 3,(T)
(16) is shown in Fig. 2 by the solid line. There we also show u(T)-function for
two other possibilities with CM(T,<J*) = f,(T) (dashed curve) or pu(T,u*) =
p,(T) (short-dashed curve) which we consider to be not physically reasonable.
The resulting pion dispersion relation (13), with u(T) extracted from J , ( T )
of Eq. (16) is shown in Fig. 3 for three different temperature values. The
energy densities tT(T) (14) and ca{TyLj*) as defined in Eq. (11), are shown in
Fig. 4, by solid and short-dashed curves, respectively. They are seen to differ
significantly from the ideal pion gas values eo(T) == £M(^\W0), as represented
by the dashed curve. The corresponding curves for the pressure are shown in
Fig. 5 with same notations. One sees a rather large D*{T) contributions from
the medium (differences between solid lines and short-dashed ones), especially
to the pion gas pressure.

In the second example we consider the theoretically calculated pion dis-
persion relation of Ref. [4]. It was obtained by taking into account only
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the binary collisions of pionH with pious and rho, omoga vector mesons. The

obtained w*(k,T) was parameterized in lief. [4] as follows

u'{k.,T) = {kJ + m])1'2 + V{ktT), (17)

with

/ T \A k
V(k>T) = ( — ( - 2 0 - 0.125 k + 0.00022 k1) exp(-—-), (18)

\\7oJ 3o()

where k and T in Eq. (18) are in MeV. Although the function V(k,T) (18)
was calculated in Rcf. [4] for 100 MeV < T < 200 MeV v/c can use it at
smaller temperature too. At these smaller terupcriitures, V(I;,T) goes to
zero and o/ of (17) equals approximately to the free pion energy w0. Pion
dispersion relation (17) is shown in Fig. 6 which exhibits Home difference
from the "phei)onienoloj.r,ical" one (13) aa shown in Fig. 3. The deviation
of Eq. (17) from the free dispersion relation wfl is important only at rather
small momenta. Once uj'(k,7') (17) is assumed we can calculate pion gas
entropy density according to Eq. (12) with the ideal gae formulas (2,3) for
Cid{T,u*) and Pid{T,w'). Result of our calculations is shown in Fig. 7. From
this entropy denttity function, we can calculate quasi-pion gas pressure from

,(T) = f
Jo

dT< at(r) , (19)

where the integration constant is set to zero because of p(0) = 0 for the
quaai-pion gas pressure. The pressure p,{T) (19) can be written in the form
of Eq. (10), and it gives us the i?(!T)-function. Now wo can calculate the
energy density (t{T) cither from thermodyna.mical identity (4) or from Eq.
(11). Both waya give the same result. The obtained functions p,(jT) and
ew(T) associated with the dispersion relation (17) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
respectively.

Comparing thermodynamical functions (14,16) for the pion gas with disper-
sion relation (13) as shown in Figs. 1,4,5 with those in Fige, 7-9 for dispersion
relation (17), one observes large difference. The deviations from ideal pion
gas quantities B0(T),c0(r),p,(T) are several times at T = 200MeV in Figs.
1,4,5 and only several percents in Figs. 7-0. This difference comes from the
different forms of the quaui-pion dispersion relation: (13) shown iu Fig. 3 and
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(17) in Fig. 6. u>'(ktT) in Eq. (17) deviates essentially from u>0(k) only at
small momenta k. But these deviations are of little importance for the ther-
modynamical functions as small k contributions to them are suppressed by the
k7 factor in momentum space integration. The physical reason for these two
different description of quasi-pions in hadronic matter is partially explained
in Ref. [4]. Phenomenological equation for energy density in Eq. (14) used
in Ref. [3] includes contributions not only from quaai-pions but also from all
the other hndrons (resonances) which could be present at given temperature.
The role of higher maso hadrona increases with increasing temperature, and
consequently tho energy density of pure pion component at high T is expected
to be much smaller than that given by Eq. (14).

In conclusion we have formulated thermodynamically aelfconsistent ap-
proach for systems of quasi-particlo3 with a temperature dependent disper-
sion relation. We have considered two models for hot quaai-pion system to
show: (1) how the temperature dependent quasi-pion dispersion relation can
be extracted from the thermodynainical functions of the system; (2) how
this dispersion relation should be used to calculate system thermodynamical
functions.

M.I.G. is indebted to V.L. Sobolev for many fruitful discussions and to
D.V. Anchishkin, 0 . Borisenko, K.A. Bugivev and O.P. Pavlenko for valu-
able comments. He also expresses his gratitude to the Physics Department
of National Taiwan University at Taipei for the warm hospitality The work
is supported in part by the National Science Council, ROC under contract
NSC84-2112-M002-022 and by the International Science Foundation under
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The aolid line is the pion gas entropy density from Eq. (16) divided by
T3. The dashed line correspond to the ideal pion gaa case sa[T) - su(T,w0).
Fig. 2. The solid line is u(T) function of Eq. (13) obtained from tbe
equation (li-). The daahed and short-dashed lines correspond to u(T) found
from (-A{T,(JJ*) = (,(T) or, respectively, pu[T,u*) = p,(T).
Fig. 3. The dashed line is the free pion dispersion relation CJ0 = (fc^+mjf)1/2.
Solid lines correspond tow* (13) for tempeartures 150,175 and 200 MeV from
above to below.
Fig. 4. The solid line is the energy density (14) divided by T4. The short-
dashed line corresponds to £ij(T,w*) (with w* (13)) and dashed line to f0 =

Fig. 5. The solid line 1B the pressure from Eq. (16) divided by T\ The
short-dashed line corresponds to pu(T,u*) (with u' (13)) and dashed line to
Vo = Pii(T,w0).
Fig. 0. The dashed line is the free pion dispersion relation w0 = (fca+mj)1^.
Solid linos correspond to w* (17) for tempeartures 150,175 and 200 MeV from
above to below.
Fig. 7. The solid line is the pion gas entropy density from Eq. (12) (with a>*
(17)) divided by T3. The dashed line correspond to the ideal pion gas case
aB(T) = «M(r,we)
Fig. 8. The solid line is the pressure from Eq. (19) divided by T*. The
6hort-dashcd line corresponds to pid(T,u*) (with w* (17)) and dashed line to

Fig. 9. The solid lino is the energy density, given by Eq. (11) (with w* (17))
divided by T4. The shorfc-daahed line corresponds to en{T^u*) and daahed
line to c<, = fu(T,w0).
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